
IC Printed Mark Quality Inspection AlgorithmsMing-Ching Chang (ù � z )1 , Hsien-Yei Chen (W ¯ L )2 , and Chiou-Shann Fuh (m I � )11Department of Computer Science and Information Engineering, National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan2Mechanical Industry Research Laboratories (MIRL), Industrial Technology Research Institute (ITRI), Hsinchu, TaiwanEmail: derek@robot.csie.ntu.edu.tw, Tel: (02)3625336 ext. 120, Fax: (02)3628167AbstractThis paper presents a new e�ective method for ICprinted mark quality inspection. The printed markincludes a logo pattern and characters. Due to thealignment error of the inspection machine, the markcan be rotated or translated. Main printing errorof an IC mark includes: distortion, missing ink,wrong position, double print, smear print, bad con-trast (global or partial character), misprint, and mis-orientation print as shown in Figure 1. We proposea method to inspect IC printed marks and imple-ment it on an IC inspection machine. To developthe inspection algorithm, binary and grayscale digitalimage processing and computer vision techniques in-cluding projection, normalized cross correlation, andmathematical morphology are used.

Figure 1: Main IC printed mark errors: (a) good, (b)smeared, (c) scraped, (d) double print, (e) broken,(f) missing ink, (g) bad contrast, (h) misprinted, (i)partial bad contrast, and (j) mis-orientation.1 IntroductionIntegrated Circuits (IC) are the fundamentals of com-puter and electronic industry. IC industry is also theimportant topic and weapon to enhance our industryand to compete in worldwide market. IC industry in-cludes wafer fabrication process in the front end andchip packaging in the back end. IC printed marking

is the �nal stage of chip packaging to print productnumber and trade mark on the chip to identify prod-uct function and classi�cation. IC printed mark isthe �rst and most prominent part a user sees. Theuser usually associates IC printed mark quality withchip function and quality. In the endless pursuit ofquality perfection, enhancing IC printed mark qualityis of utmost importance.IC chips are mass produced. Traditional inspec-tion is manual and relies on eyes. In industrial-ized countries, labor is expensive and inspection ismonotonous, laborious, fatiguing, and prone to mis-takes. Employees are unwilling and it is impossible todo IC printed mark quality control or inspection man-ually with eyes. Automatic IC printed mark qualityinspection with computer vision is a natural and un-stoppable trend.In this paper, we present a new e�ective method toinspect the IC printed marks. Digital image process-ing and computer vision techniques including projec-tion, normalized cross correlation, and mathematicalmorphology are used to develop the inspection algo-rithm. The inspection process includes teaching andinspection.Before inspection, human should do teaching and�nd a golden image of a perfect IC. The system willperform character segmentation and feature extrac-tion during teaching, and then perform inspectionbased on the taught data.For nonrotated IC or IC with small rotation angle(�2�), projection is used to do character segmenta-tion. To deal with larger rotation angle (�15�), wewill use normalized cross correlation to match char-acters to �nd the rotation angle of the test IC androtate back the IC image. After using correlation tosearch and �nd two �ducial marks, we can computethe rotation angle and solve the IC rotation problem.We use projection to do location matching and usepattern di�erence to do inspection. Due to the align-ment error, segmentation error, and some inevitablenoises of CCD camera and frame grabber, some edgenoise will remain after pattern di�erence. We will do1



defect enhancement after pattern subtraction and doedge noise removal via grayscale morphological open-ing. The last step is to compute the defect detectedand make decision to accept or reject this part.Grayscale image is used throughout the inspectionprocess, so appropriate threshold values are impor-tant and greatly a�ect the inspection performance.These system parameters are related to the environ-ment, the defect expected to be detected, the cri-terion of inspection, and the accuracy of alignmentof ICs. The environment factors include the lightsource, the IC surface texture and reection, and thecontrast of IC printed marks.After inspection the IC will be classi�ed into ac-cepted part or rejected part. Reliability, repeatabil-ity, false alarm rate, and mis-detection rate will beused to justify and adjust the algorithm and parame-ters. The inspection time is critical and inuences in-dustrial implementation. Our proposed method usesmodi�ed correlation to save inspection time and pre-serve the accuracy. The modi�ed correlation is hier-archical (pyramid) structure including coarse search-ing and �ne searching.This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-scribes the theoretical background knowledge aboutprojection, normalized cross correlation, and mathe-matical morphology. Section 3 explains the pyramidstructure of the modi�ed correlation we used. Sec-tion 4 gives a complete explanation to the teachingand inspection process, including discussion aboutthe threshold parameters of the system. Section 5shows some experimental results. Section 6 givessome conclusions.2 Theoretical Background2.1 ProjectionProjection can be used to do segmentation andmatching especially for segmenting blocks wherebounding boxes separate from each other. Projec-tion can be horizontal, vertical, or at any direction.horizontal projection:PH(r) = #fcj(r; c) 2 Rgvertical projection:PV (c) = #frj(r; c) 2 Rg2.2 Normalized Cross CorrelationNormalized cross correlation is used to match picture,i.e. match a pattern to another image and return thebest matching position. The correlation coe�cientr(u,v) is scaled in the range -1 to 1, independent of

image translation and linear shifting and scaling ofimage gray level. The correlation coe�cient is de�nedas follows:r(u; v) = mXi=0 nXj=0 �I(i + u; j + v) � I��M(i; j) �M�vuut mXi=0 nXj=0 �I(i + u; j + v) � I�2 mXi=0 nXj=0 �M(i; j) �M�2Position (umax; vmax) is the best matching po-sition, if r(umax ; vmax ) � r(u; v);8u; v. RegionfI(i + u; j + v)j0 � i � m; 0 � j � ng is a subimageof I best matching image Mm�n . Coe�cient r = 1means a perfect matching.2.3 Mathematical MorphologyMathematical morphology works on shape, and canbe used to simplify image data, preserve shape, andeliminate outlier noise. Mathematical morphology in-cludes four main operations: dilation, erosion, open-ing, and closing.binary dilation of A by B: A�BA�B = fc 2 EN jc = a+b for some a 2 A and b 2 Bgbinary erosion of A by B: A	BA	B = fx 2 EN jx+ b 2 A for every b 2 Bgbinary opening of A by B: A�BA�B = (A	B)�Bbinary closing of A by B: A�BA�B = (A�B)	BThe second set B is referred to as the structuringelement or the kernel as shown in Figure 2. Grayscalemorphology is similar to the binary morphology, butextends the binary value to grayscale value. Firstde�ne two dual functions: top and umbra:� top surface of A: denoted by T [A] : F ! E:T [A](x) = maxfyj(x; y) 2 Ag� umbra of f : denoted by U [f ] : U [f ] � F �EU [f ] = f(x; y) 2 F �Ejy � f(x)gThen grayscale morphology can be de�ned as thefollowing:gray-scale dilation of A by B: A�BA�B = TfU [A]� U [B]ggray-scale erosion of A by B: A	BA	B = TfU [A]	 U [B]g2



gray-scale opening of A by B: A�BA�B = (A	B)�Bgray-scale closing of A by B: A�BA�B = (A�B)	BMorphological opening with disk kernel can elimi-nate sharp edge noise and preserve main shape of theimage. So it will be used to do noise removal afterpattern di�erence during inspection. It can make theinspection algorithm robust to character alignmentand segmentation error of 1 � 2 pixels.

Figure 2: Morphological opening and kernel. (a) thekernel. (b) image before opening. (c) image afteropening.3 Use Modi�ed Correlation toDetect IC Rotation3.1 The Modi�ed CorrelationThe complexity of normalized cross correlation isO(n4), i.e. computing the correlation of one m � nimage and another M � N image needs time aboutm � n �M � N . In order to keep inspection fast,we must speed-up the correlation speed and keep theaccuracy and reliability. The improved modi�ed cor-relation is two level hierarchical, pyramid structure,coarse-to-�ne approach as shown in Figure 3. Thecoarse search down-samples the original image and�nds some possible candidate positions in a step man-ner, and the �ne search searches �nely near the can-didate positions to get the best matching.For speed, the modi�ed correlation bypasses thevariance normalization step, so the output correlationvalue is an integer, instead of from �1 to 1. But we

do not bypass the average gray level subtraction, be-cause we assume that the lighting environment mightchange, and the average gray level between taughtdata and test IC is di�erent.The coarse search speeds-up the correlation com-putation by two parameters: the outer step size andthe inner step size. The outer step size is the stepof each correlation location, and the inner step sizeis the sub-sampling rate. The modi�ed coarse searchuses outer step size of 4 pixels and inner step sizeof 2 pixels horizontally and vertically, so the coarsesearch will be 42�22 = 64 times faster than the orig-inal correlation. The modi�ed �ne search uses stepsize of 1 pixel horizontally and vertically but withoutnormalization.

Figure 3: Two level pyramid structure modi�ed cor-relation.3.2 Two Fiducial Marks to Detect ICRotationWe can use two �ducial marks to detect IC rotationas shown in Figure 4. Fiducial marks are two char-acters or logos assigned by user during teaching. Bysearching �ducial marks in some bounded area, wecan locate the test IC and compare the slope angleto the taught data, and then the rotation angle canbe found. Choosing good �ducial marks is impor-tant and related to correlation performance. Select-ing good �ducial marks can decrease inspection falsealarm and increase inspection speed. The selectioncriteria are as the following:� choose the globally or locally distinct �ducialmarks, avoiding the ambiguity problem.� choose the smaller �ducial marks when possibleto reduce the processing time.� choose the farthest �ducial marks when possibleto preserve more precise information for slopeangle.3



After detecting the rotation angle, we can rotateback the test IC image using rotation formula:� x0y0 � = � cos � � sin �sin � cos � �� xy �

Figure 4: Use two �ducial marks to detect IC rota-tion.4 The Teaching and InspectionProcess4.1 TeachingThe main purpose of teaching is to �nd the goldenimage by help of human intelligence. We performfeature extraction on the golden image and extractinformation needed for inspection. Figure 5 showsthe teaching process. The golden image can be fromimage �le or frame grabber. Teaching contains twomain parts:� indicate the inspection range, input the properbinarizing threshold to do character segmenta-tion.� select two �ducial marks.After indicating the inspection range, horizontalprojection is performed to get each block of charac-ters or logos, followed by vertical projection which isperformed on each block to get each sub-feature (char-acter or logo). Small outlier noises will be discardedat this step. Sub-feature is the basic unit of patterndi�erence. After segmentation of each sub-features,the width, height, location, centroid, and number ofpixels of each one will be recorded and it can be savedto a teaching �le.

The operator can check the results of teaching atthis time. If the marks can not be segmented per-fectly or have broken edge, user can adjust the bi-narizing threshold or segment the marks manually.Environmental factors about lighting, aperture andfocus of CCD camera, and IC alignment is also im-portant factor to teaching.After correctly segmenting all the sub-features, two�ducial marks will be chosen according to the previ-ous rules. The operator can save taught data to �leor start inspection after teaching.
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Figure 5: The teaching process.4.2 InspectionThe inspection process was shown in Figure 6. Beforeinspection, the taught data is checked �rst. We usethe binarizing threshold to binarize the test image,segment the printed mark, and match the blocks. Ifthe block matches well, we bypass the searching androtating step and perform inspection directly. If theblock does not match well, the test IC might havesome rotation or translation, and we should search4



two �ducial marks and rotate back the IC image asshown in Figures 4 and 10.We do block matching and sub-feature numbermatching �rst as shown in Figure 12. If both stepsmatch well, we will perform pattern di�erence on eachsub-feature. Figure 7 shows the matching process indetail. The test IC printed mark may overlap or dis-appear due to the bad contrast, so the number of sub-features of the test IC may not equal to the taughtdata. To solve this problem, for each block, we checkthe width of projection of the leftmost sub-feature.Once the leftmost sub-feature has been matched, wecan locate each other sub-feature by the taught data.If the block number and the sub-feature numberare checked, we should perform pattern di�erence toinspect each sub-feature on the next step. Due to thealignment error and segmentation error, some edgenoise will remain after pattern di�erence. Becausethe average gray level of the area under subtractionis lower than the IC background, we should do en-hancement on this region. The enhancement is asfollows: if the pixel value of the subtraction region isgreater than the di�erence image threshold, then it isset to be 255, otherwise it is set to be 0. After theenhancement, we can perform grayscale morphologi-cal opening to eliminate the edge noise as shown inFigures 9 to 11.By analyzing of the defect image after opening, wecan detect many types of defective printed marks.We count the defect pixel of each sub-feature �rst: ifthe pixel value after opening is larger than the defectthreshold, than it is a defect pixel, otherwise it is nota defect pixel. We compute the ratio of defect pix-els over the white pixels (after binarization) of eachsub-feature. If the ratio exceeds the accept threshold,the printed mark of this sub-feature is defective andshould be rejected by our method. If all the ratioof each sub-feature is lower than the accept thresh-old, the test IC is thought to be a good part and weshould accept this IC.We can count the defect pixel of the background tocheck the IC background: if the defect pixel exceedsthe background defect threshold, we should reject thispart.All the values of the thresholds should be set verycarefully, and they a�ect the inspection performancevery much. Proper threshold values can increase thedetection accuracy and decrease false alarm and mis-detection. The threshold values are related to theenvironmental factors, the preferred accuracy of theinspection, and the types of defect we want to detect.
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Figure 6: The inspection process.5 Experimental ResultsWe show some experimental results of our researchin Figures 8 to 12. Our system takes about 1.2 secwithout rotation and 1.6 sec with rotation for eachchip on Pentium-75 PC.6 ConclusionsIn this paper, we have proposed a new e�cientmethod for IC printed mark quality inspection. TheIC may be translated or rotated. We use digital im-age processing and computer vision techniques in-cluding projection, normalized correlation, patterndi�erence, and mathematical morphology to developthe inspection algorithm. We also use modi�ed cor-5
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(a)

(b)

(c)Figure 9: (a) Test IC with good printed mark. (b)Edge noise remains after pattern di�erence during in-spection. (c) Grayscale opening eliminates all theedge noise.

(a)

(b)

(c)Figure 10: Refer to Figure 4, inspect IC with 10�rotation. (a) Rotate back the test IC image afterdetecting the rotation angle. (b) Some edge noiseremains after pattern di�erence. (c) The inspectionresult.7



(a)

(b)

(c)Figure 11: (a) Test IC with defective printed mark.(b) After pattern di�erence, the defect and the edgenoise remain. (c) Grayscale opening eliminates theedge noise but preserves the defect for inspection.

(a)

(b)Figure 12: (a) Large defect block causes block num-ber error. (b) Isolated defect causes sub-feature num-ber error.
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